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ABSTRACT 

  Using grain fee statistics for eighty five towns throughout the Middle East, South, and 

Southeast Asia among 1870 and 1914, this paper addresses 3 questions about the monetary records 

of colonial Asia became developing marketplace integration within side the area pushed through 

integration among port towns throughout unique nations and colonies of the Indian Ocean, or pushed 

broadly speaking through accelerated integration among port towns with indoors towns of the 

colonial hinterland?  (2) What became the relative effect of railroad and steamship transportation 

generation in contributing to local marketplace integration?  (3)  Among colonial port towns, became 

there an extraordinary position for the number one entrepots as centres of the colonial financial 

system in using local marketplace integration as compared to smaller, minor ports of the Indian 

Ocean?   

  Results display first off that the Indian Ocean area underwent a method of speedy 

marketplace integration within side the length, and that developing integration of the Indian port 

towns with different ports at extra distances drove this method throughout the seas, instead of 

interactions with different towns of the sub continental hinterland in nearer proximity. Second, 

steamships connecting port towns throughout the Indian Ocean performed a extra position in 

contributing to the method of integration as compared to railroads connecting indoors towns over 

land. Third, no matter the sizable literature devoted to analyzing the particular social, cultural, and 

monetary position of the important Asian entrepots, they have been now no longer extraordinary 

drivers of local integration as gateways linking the colonial hinterland with the worldwide financial 

system, however have been a part of a bigger method of integration pushed specially through get 

right of entry to to the Indian Ocean. This paper demonstrates that through increasing the geographic 

scope of evaluation, numerous different dimensions of marketplace integration withinside the 

colonial Indian Ocean emerge. 


